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Abstract— This paper describes a trust model for multiagent recommender systems. A user’s request for a travel
recommendation is decomposed by the system into subtasks, corresponding to travel services. Agents select tasks
autonomously, and accomplish them using knowledge derived from previous solutions or with the help of other
agents. Agents maintain local knowledge bases and, when
requested to support a user in a travel planning task, they
may collaborate exchanging information stored in their local
bases. During this exchange process trusting other agents
is fundamental. It helps agents to improve the quality of
the recommendations and to avoid communication with
unreliable agents. In the proposed model, the trust is also
used to allow agents to become experts in particular subtasks, helping them to generate better recommendations. In
this paper, we propose and validate a multiagent trust model
showing the benefits of such model in a travel planning
scenario.
Index Terms— Multiagent recommender system, Trust
model

I. I NTRODUCTION
The expansion of the types and number of information
services offered nowadays in Internet is making more and
more urgent the need of tools that can help the users to
select the information or items that they need and to avoid
the information overload problem.
Recommender systems have been developed to deal
with these problems; they are able to aggregate information and recommendations coming from a community
of users and can match these recommendations with the
information needs of the users, delivering to them only
relevant and personalized suggestions [1]. These systems
are being applied to several domains [2] such as books,
CDs, movies, travels and may more.
In domains where the knowledge is distributed, agents
techniques are being used for getting recommendations
from different information sources [3]. Agents can operate in a cooperative way, retrieving, filtering and using
information relevant to the recommendations. Agents may
autonomously perform different parts of the recommendation and the assembling of all parts represents the final
recommendation. However, when agents become fully
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autonomous they become forced to make decisions about
when to engage with other agents [4].
In this paper we propose a novel approach where agents
have their own knowledge bases and solve their assigned
tasks searching for the information in their bases. Agents
become experts in specific parts of the recommendation
and they are able to provide better recommendations
through this specialization.
However, when an agent does not find locally the necessary information to compose the recommendation, it may
decide to communicate with other agents and exchange
information needed to serve the user with the requested
recommendation. In fact, this communication process may
become a weakness of the multiagent approach because
it can generate a large number of messages between
agents, hence deteriorating response time. To deal with
this problem we propose a trust model forcing agents
to exchange information with a subset of the agents, the
trusted ones.
We introduce a trust model that has two important
functions: 1) it helps an agent to decide which agent to
trust; and 2) it helps an agent to become expert in more
specific tasks of a recommendation process. The proposed
model was validated in a multiagent travel recommender
system.
This paper is organized as follows: the next section
discuss the related work on multiagent recommender
systems and trust. Section III presents the trust model
and Section IV presents the experiments we conducted
in the tourism domain. Finally section V summarizes the
contributions of the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Multiagent Recommender Systems
Multiagent techniques can be applied to retrieve, filter
and use information relevant to recommendations. These
systems have been developed in different domains such as
legal [5], marketplace [3], e-commerce [6], and tourism
[7], [8].
In [5], for instance, the authors present a multiagent
recommender system for the legal domain. The system
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classifies legal normative instruments into legal branches.
Each user specifies his/her interests for certain legal
branches and receives recommendations of instruments
they might be interested in.
More in general, in multiagent recommender systems
a collection of interacting agents manage the recommendation generation process, trying to improve the recommendation quality that can be obtained by a single agent.
Agents cooperate and negotiate in order to complement
their partial solutions and satisfy the users preferences.
MAPWEB [9] is an example of a multiagent recommender that plans travels suited for the user’s preferences.
The following agents were developed: the UserAgent,
which is responsible for the communication between user
and system, receives the user request and presents the final
result to him; the PlannerAgent, that is responsible for
planning the travel; the Webbot, responsible for searching
information in Internet; and the CoachAgent, which acts
like a coach to the group of agents, controlling them and
giving tasks to them.
This system has the peculiarity that agents store the
plans performed previously, they use domain knowledge
to build new plans, and a communication protocol among
agents allows them to help each other in completing
the task. However, the communication is not a natural
process among the agents. The CoachAgent agent controls
the possible communication and indicates which agent
should help an agent. The drawback is that the control and
management of the tasks are centralized in the CoachAgent and there is no established process to validate the
knowledge of the agents. Moreover, agents may operate
with outdated information during the planning process,
hence generating bad recommendations.
SmartClient is another agent-based system which helps
the user to plan a flight route, and models the space
of the possible solutions by a constraint satisfaction
problem (CSP) [10]. User enters some constraints such
as departure city, the cities which he wants to visit, and
the travel dates.
The server accesses databases to generate the corresponding CSP considering the constraints informed by
the user. The CSP is packaged with a search algorithm
to compose an agent (called the SmartClient). Then, this
agent is responsable for interacting with the user, showing
all possible routes.
However, the system collects information from the
server only once to avoid repeated accesses, and this limits
the effectiveness of the solution as it is not possible to
modify the user preferences and to refine the query.
In [3], the authors investigated the feasibility of building a recommender system as a marketplace in which
the various recommender agents compete to get their
recommendations displayed to users. The market works as
a coordinator of the multiple recommendation techniques
in the system. The main idea of the system is to improve
the recommendation quality choosing the best recommendation method to the current situation. The market
correlates the agents’ internal evaluation and the user’s
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evaluation of the recommendations by invoking a bidding
process and a rewarding regime. Auctions are used to
decide the recommendation winners and the agents who
provided good recommendations (chosen by the user)
receive some reward in return. Agents that receive more
reward become richer and are able to get their recommendations advertised more frequently. This behavior has a
drawback because it avoids the serendipity which means
that potentially the system will never surprise the user
with unexpected recommendations.
B. Trust Models
In multiagent systems, trust is defined as a measurable
level of the probability which an agent knows that another
agent will perform a particular action [11].
In e-commerce applications, for example, a trust model
is used during the decision-making process when an agent
must select a product, which it has not experienced, based
on the recommendation of another agent [12] [13].
In recommender systems, trust networks contribute to
effectiveness of the recommendation process by allowing
users to form a better opinion about the items exploiting
the judgment of trusted sources or agents that have
evaluated those items [14].
As presented in [15], several research communities
gave attention to trust, and this resulted in many different
views about how to measure and use trust.
An example of multiagent recommender system that
deals with trust is presented in [16]. In this trust model,
agents consider other agents as personal entities, which
may be more or less reliable, and their trust values can
be computed on the basis of a conversational exchange
in which one agent solicits the opinions of the other on
a set of items.
Another trust model is presented in [17] and the goal
is to provide recommendations based on trust estimation
rather on rating prediction. It is built from trust data provided by users in the popular website epinions.com (that
allows users to review various items such as books, cars
and music). The trust data can be extracted and used as
part of the recommendation process, softening the sparsity
and cold start problems presented in collaborative filtering
algorithms, where a large number of ratings from similar
users are required to build reliable recommendations for
a target user.
One challenge for trust models is the context of the
agents’ interactions [11]. In fact, the majority of the existing models does not take into account that interactions
between agents take place within a environmental context.
For instance, if an agent performed poorly because of
some unforeseen changes in the environment, it should
not be considered unreliable. Conversely, there should
be the possibility to take into account the environmental
variables in deciding to trust another agent.
All the approaches so far assume a centralized trust matrix modelling the trust relationships between all the pairs
of agents. Our approach differs from these approaches due
the fact that each agent has a local list of trust degrees on
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other agents and they are not able to see the trust degrees
of other agents. Moreover, in our approach agents are
fully autonomous and they use trust degrees also to decide
which task they should perform in the recommendation
process.
III. T HE T RUST M ODEL
In real life, if a person wants to buy a product and
wants to limit the risk to make a wrong decision, could
ask a friend for an opinion about the product. This same
behavior is found in Multiagent Recommender Systems,
where agents work in a cooperative way to compose a
recommendation and they may ask other agents for the
information necessary to complete the recommendation
process.
We have designed and implemented a trust model
for MATRES, a multiagent recommender system that
we applied in a travel planning scenario [18]. MATRES
has two important characteristics: trustworthiness of the
agents and the agents specialization. The trustworthiness
of the agents represents the trust degree that each agent
has in other agents in order to know who agent is reliable.
The specialization helps agents to become experts in
performing specific tasks which allows them to improve
the results of the recommendations provided.
A. Multiagent Recommender Scenario
In MATRES a recommendation cycle starts when the
user defines a query, specifying some preferences about
the travel [18].
As shown in figure 1, in the main page the user chooses
the travel preferences. Here the user’s query originates
different sub-tasks for each needed travel services: flight,
accommodation and attractions in the city the passenger
wants to visit.
For instance, if the user states that s/he wants to travel
to Rome in June and stay there for 10 days in a 4-star
hotel, then these preferences generate a set of sub-tasks:
t1 = flight from the original city to Rome and back 10
days later; t2 = 4-star hotel in Rome; and t3 = Attractions
to visit in Rome during the traveller stay. These subtasks t1 , t2 , t3 are then performed by the agents in the
community.
Each task is described by a set of attributes representing
the features of the searched travel service. As we can see
in figure 1, t1 has 4 attributes: class of flight, type of flight,
stops and connections, t2 has 5 attributes: category of the
hotel, type of the room, pool, wi-fi and pets, and t3 has 7
attributes that represent types of attractions that the user
may choose to visit.
Agents are distributed in a community C =
{a1 , a2 , ..., an }, where each element of this set has the
following characteristics:
• Knowledge: an agent has its knowledge base where
it stores all the performed recommendations. The
knowledge is stored in a case base, and each case
includes the description of the user’s query and
© 2010 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

Figure 1. Main page for entering the user’s query

the recommendation generated by the agent for that
query.
• Cooperation: each agent performs a task, and the
results of the tasks related to a single query are
assembled in the final recommendation. Agents cooperate in order to achieve the best recommendation
for the user. By cooperation we mean that agents
may exchange information when necessary.
• Trust: agents have a trust mechanism letting them
to increase or decrease the trust in other agents
according to their evaluations, which are provided
by the users.
• Specialization: an agent may become an expert in
a specific type of task during its activity by solving
more tasks of that type.
1) Solving Tasks: In MATRES each sub-task can be
handle by a different agent. Every time an agent has to
perform a task, i.e., to compose a part of the request
recommendation, it can initiate a search process in its
knowledge base for the information necessary to generate
the recommendation.

Figure 2. The process of exchanging information among agents

If the agent does not find any useful solution in its
knowledge base, it may communicate with other agents,
asking for the required information. Figure 2 shows an
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example of agents exchanging information.
The motivation of this process is that multiple agents
may generate better recommendations if they cooperate
when one of them has problems to generate a recommendation.
Algorithm 1 Solving tasks
1. {C is the community of agents}
2. {L is the set of tasks to be performed}
3. {ι is the task to be performed}
Function Solve tasks (ai ,L,C)
4. Chooses a task ι of type of task tk that has the highest
confidence degree
5. Changes the state of the task ι
6. S ← LocalKBSearch(ι)
7. if S = ∅ then
8.
for aj ∈ C with the highest trust do
9.
S ← CommunitySearch(aj , ι)
10.
if S = ∅ then
11.
S ← SearchWeb(ι)
12.
end if
13.
end for
14. end if
15. return (S)
The algorithm 1 presents the main procedures of an
agent to solve a task in the recommendation process.
Given a list of task L, the agent picks a task ι to solve
(line 4), according to its confidence degree in each type
of task (that will be explained in section III-B.2).
After choosing task ι, the agent changes the status of
the task (line 5), avoiding that other agent tries to solve
the same task.
In order to performed task ι, the agent first searches
for the information in its knowledge base (line 6). If the
agent does not have the information in its knowledge
base, it starts the CommunitySearch procedure (line 9),
where the agent communicates with other agents to obtain
the necessary information to complete the part of the
recommendation.
In the CommunitySearch process, the agent communicates with trusted agents asking for information necessary
to perform task ι. For instance, agent1 is performing a
task about flights from Paris to Rome, but it does not have
this information in its knowledge base. Thus, it sends a
request for trusted agents asking for flights from Paris
to Rome. It accepts the first answer received and with
this information it continues performing task ι, generating
the recommendation that will be presented to the user. It
stores the shared information in its knowledge base.
If no agent in the community has the information then
the agent starts the Search Web procedure (line 11) which
means that it searches for the information into the Web.
After all agents involved in the user’s request performing the assigned tasks, the results are presented to the user.
Figure 3 shows how the recommendation is presented to
the user.
© 2010 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

Figure 3. An example of recommendation presented to the user

When agents share information during the recommendation process, the trust between them is very important.
For instance, an agent may try to maliciously influence the
system towards a solution that is not the best for the user,
or it may try to provide information that is not updated.
These situations must be avoided by using an appropriate
protocol that leveraging the log of past agent activity can
establish a degree of trust on the agent.
For example, in figure 2, agent4 represents a maliciously actor that keeps recommending the same attraction
in all the requests. Using a trust model another agent can
detect the potential risk of relying on that recommendation, it can better choose with whom to communicate,
hence avoiding the interaction with this kind of unreliable
agents.
Thus, we propose a trust model where cooperating
agents use the estimated trust degree in other agents in
order to improve their ability to deliver accurate recommendations.
B. Trust Model
In the proposed trust model, an agent computes the trust
degree in other agents. The trust degree measures how
effective were the previous cooperations between agents.
Agents wait for the user evaluation in order to update
their trust degrees. This evaluation consists of the ratings
given by the user to the presented results. Actually, the
user rates each single attribute value in the received
solution with an evaluation: ”I liked it” (positive) or ”I
did not like it” (negative).
Figure 4 shows examples of flight, hotel and attraction
evaluations. For each travel service, the user rates the
attributes and then saves the evaluations.
When the agent ai receives an evaluation from the user
concerning a task of type tk (i = 1, . . . , n) two possible
situations may occur:
1) ai was not helped to perform the task;
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Figure 4. Examples of evaluations screens

2) ai received help from another agent aj when performed the task.
In the next section we will explain how these two
situations are managed.
1) Trust Degree: The trust degree helps the agent when
choosing another agent to exchange information necessary
to the accomplishment of a task.
Agents are autonomous and they are capable of performing their tasks. However, when they do not have
information in their knowledge bases, they may share
information with agents from the community in order to
get to be able to provide the recommendation.

Figure 5. Communication between agent ai the agents it trusts

Figure 5 shows the flow of communication between
agents. In this example, ai (who is becoming an expert
in hotel task) has to provide a recommendation of a hotel
in Rome. However, it only has cases about hotels in
Paris, Rio de Janeiro, and Lisbon. Thus, it does not have
information to provide a recommendation for the user. In
this case, ai has the option of communicating with other
agents in the community in order to find the information.
Usually, agent would broadcast its request for all agents
in the community. However, this could jeopardize the
response time of the system. For this reason, ai will
communicate only with agents it trusts (represented in
the figure by { aj , . . . , an }.
© 2010 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

The trust degree is used by the agents to avoid unnecessary communication, improving the exchange information
process. Thus, the recommendation process becomes efficient because agents accept to share information just with
trusted agents.
The proposed trust model is based on the observation
that the trust between agents depends on the context. This
means that, for instance, a1 can trust a2 when is requested
to perform tasks of type t1 but does not trust a2 for tasks
of type t2 .
Tatik,aj =

�η

(t )
v k × e−τ θ
θ=1
�η θ −τ θ
θ=1 e

(1)

The trust degree of agent ai for agent aj with respect of
tasks of type tk is given by Tatik,aj . It is updated through
equation 1, where:
(t )

vθ k is the average of the positive evaluations of the
user for the task solved at time θ. The user evaluates
each attribute and the average of the positive evalu(t )
ations generates vθ k that ranges between 0 and 1.
(tk )
• τ is a constant that weights the value vθ
when
updating the trust degree;
• η is the number of days past since the evaluation.
Tatik,aj returns a value in [0, 1], where 0 represents the
minimum trust degree of ai in aj and 1 represents the
maximum trust degree of ai in aj .
τ must be defined according to the number of days (θ)
that the evaluation is available and it should be a value
that tends to 0 in the equation e−τ ·θ .
For example, θ = 50 represents the fact that the
evaluation should last for 50 days, and we need a τ
value in order to achieve nearly e−τ ·θ = 0. Thus, with
θ = 50 we tested the value that is closest to 0 and we use
τ = 0.088.
Each agent has a XML file that stores the trust degree
in other agents and the confidence degree for each travel
service. Figure 6 shows an example of an XML flight
service trust file of a2 . We can see that regarding the
flight service, the trust degree of a2 in a1 is 0.9375, the
trust degree in a3 is 0.82, and the trust degree of a2 in
a10 is 0.5. The agent stores also information about the
number of positive evaluations (intpos). This information
are used in the experiments to validate the trust model.
2) Confidence Degree: Agents may accomplish a task
of type tk searching for information in their own knowledge bases. When this happens, they do not communicate
with other agents. In this case the evaluation received
from the user, ai may increase or decrease its confidence
degree for type of task tk .
If the evaluation of the user was positive, then the
confidence degree will be increased which means that
the agent is becoming more expert in the type of task
tk . On the other hand, if the evaluation was negative, the
confidence degree will be decreased.
The task evaluation is then used in the agent confidence
degree computation: the agent increases the confidence in
a task type when it solves correctly these tasks. Equation 2
•
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IV. E XPERIMENTS AND S IMULATIONS

Figure 6. XML file of trust in flight service of agent a2

<trustFlight>
<trustAg1>
<trust>0.9375</trust>
<intPos>4</intPos>
</trustAg1>
<trustAg3>
<trust>0.82</trust>
<intPos>3</intPos>
</trustAg3>
...
<trustAg10>
<trust>0.5</trust>
<intPos>1</intPos>
</trustAg10>
</trustFlight>

Some experiments were performed in order to validate
the proposed trust model. A community of 10 agents was
created. A knowledge acquisition step was done in a real
travel agency and 40 cases (which represent 120 solved
tasks, i.e., three tasks for each case) were acquired and
stored in the agents knowledge bases as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

shows how the confidence degree is updated in each agent.
It is the same updating used in the trust degree, however
here is the trust of ai in itself.
Tatik,ai

=

�η

(t )
v k × e−τ θ
θ=1
�η θ −τ θ
θ=1 e

(2)

Table I shows an example of the confidence degree
of a3 in task of flight. We can see that after the first
performed task (that had positive evaluation from the user)
the confidence degree of a3 in task of flight increased.
However, the second performed task had a negative evaluation and then the confidence degree decreased to 0.5.
From the third to the eighth performed task, the confidence degree of a3 varied according to the evaluations
received. However, we can noticed that from the fifth
performed task the confidence degree started to grow due
the positive evaluations received by the agents.
TABLE I.
E XAMPLE OF CONFIDENCE DEGREE EVOLUTION IN a3
FLIGHT THROUGH 8 PERFORMED TASKS
Tasks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Evaluation
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1

FOR TASK OF

Trust
1
0.5
0.65
0.49
0.58
0.64
0.67
0.70

During the recommendation cycles, the more cases an
agent solves, the bigger its knowledge base become. It
means that an agent could become an expert in a type of
task tk and could improve its recommendations for tasks
of type tk .
The confidence degree is also used by the agent to
choose the task to perform. For example, if an agent
has always solved flights tasks, it would likely have
better results in performing another flight task rather than
finding a good hotel service.
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Each agent received 12 solved tasks;
Agent5 and Agent3 received more cases of flight
tasks;
Agent2 received more cases of hotel tasks;
The rest of cases was distributed randomly in the
other agents;
Agent7 received 10 fake cases, with not existent
flights and attractions.

The travel agency also provided 20 completed cases
(queries and users evaluations) to be run as new queries
in the simulations. These 20 cases represents 60 tasks
because each case was composed by flight, hotel and
attractions tasks.
Two different trust strategies were run in simulations:
1) WTrust: Agents considered their trust degrees during the recommendation process;
2) NTrust: Agents did not consider their trust degrees
to recommend.
The 60 tasks were run in both simulations. To facilitate
the understanding of the results, they were grouped into
6 ranges of 10 tasks each (the sequence of the performed
tasks was preserved).
While the simulations were being performed, a log
file was created to record the trust degrees in each
recommendation cycle. The values were used to observe
the behavior of the agents. As the simulations were run
offline, i.e., without users, each recommendation provided
by the agents were evaluate by another human expert.
We measured the number of positive evaluations obtained by the agents after solving the tasks. These values
were compared with the evaluations of the recommendations done by the human travel agent.
A. Simulation 1: strategy NTrust
In the first simulation agents were not able to use their
trust degrees. This means that they choose randomly the
tasks to perform and the agents they exchange information
with.
TABLE II.
TASK EVALUATION - AGENTS DO NOT USE THE TRUST MODEL NT RUST
Ranges
1 - 10
11 - 20
21 - 30
31 - 40
41 - 50
51 - 60

Number of positive results (rate=“Liked it”)
Total
Flight Hotel Attraction
67
9
30
28
70
8
26
36
67
9
34
24
62
10
18
24
63
9
18
36
64
10
26
28
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Table II shows the results of this experiment. Columns
2, 3 and 4 show the total number of positive evaluations
for flight, hotel and attractions tasks. As we mentioned
in section III-A, each travel agent is composed by a set
of attributes (flight=4, hotel=5 and attraction=1). Thus,
the number of positive evaluations in each travel service
corresponds to the number of attributes that received the
rate ”I liked it” from the user. The last column presents
the sum of all types of tasks.
We can see in table II that the positive results increased
a little bit during the second set of queries. However, from
the third set of queries the results start to decrease and in
the last queries the total number was not good as it could
be.
These results were expected for two reasons: 1) agents
did not update their confidence degrees and they did not
use the confidence degrees as they solve the tasks. If an
agent chooses tasks at random then the number of cases of
a task type will grow larger that others and, consequently,
they do not become experts in this type of task, and 2)
agents did not use the trust degrees to select other agents
to exchange information when needed which means that
the number of communication among agents increases.
Analyzing the logs with all the solved tasks, we saw
that:
• Agent5 , Agent3 and Agent2 chose tasks that they were
not experts, generating a high number of communication between them and other agents.
• Agent7 , who has fake cases, appeared in several communications among agents. This happened because
agents did not use trust degrees, i.e., they did not
update the trust degree in in Agent7 after receiving
negative evaluations. This means that Agent7 was
considered reliable during the whole recommendation process.
• The number of communication among agents increased considerably. As mentioned above, when
agents do not use trust degrees they try to get the
information for their tasks with all agents from the
community.
B. Simulation 2: strategy WTrust
In this experiment, agents use their trust degrees. Before running this validation it was necessary to set the
parameters involved in the trust model:
• The confidence degree of the agent for each task type
t - (Tati ,ai ) was defined as 0.5. It means that agents at
the beginning are not considered experts of solving
a particular task;
• The confidence degree of the agent in other agents (Tati ,aj ) was defined as 0.5, i.e., agents do not have
a particular opinion about other agents in the initial
stage of the simulation.
• τ was set as 0.058; this implies that the evaluations
was lasting 90 days for all the types of tasks t.
(e−0.058·90 = 0)
Several simulations were run and the results were not
considered good comparing to the human expert solution.
© 2010 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

Analyzing the logs generated by the agents, we noticed
a weakness of the model: agents were very severe about
the trust on other agents. If ai did not trust aj , even if aj
was an expert in the type of task t, ai did not consider
aj to share information when necessary. For example, a1
does not trust in a3 for t1 because in the past it shared
information that resulted in poor recommendation, but in
this moment a3 has became an expert in t1
In order to solve this issue, we improved the method
defining three probability values to be used in choosing
who the agent will communicate with. A configuration
file was created with three probability values to ai communicates with aj :
• Trusted agents: it represents the agents ai trusts in
the moment;
• New agents: it represents the agents ai has not
communicate yet which means that ai does not have
opinion about these agents yet;
• Old agents: it represents the agents ai has already
trusted in previous recommendation cycles but due
negative evaluations, it does not trust these agents in
the moment.
With these values, the agent will not always choose
agents it trusts but eventually it might choose agents it
does not know yet or agents it already considered reliable
in the past.
Figure 7. XML file with the probability values

<object.ConfigurationXML>
<percTrustedAgents>60</percTrustedAgents>
<percNewAgents>30</percNewAgents>
<percOldAgents>10</percOldAgents>
</object.ConfigurationXML>

Figure 7 shows the configuration file example and the
values set: 60% of trusted agents, 30% of new agents and
10% of old agents. We got to these ideal values after run
more queries.
Table III illustrates the sum of positive evaluations
obtained from agents in this second experiment. We can
see that in the second set of queries the results started
to increase but in the third set of queries the quality
decreased again. However, as grow the number of positive
evaluations, the results improved and from the forth set
of queries the results started to increase.
TABLE III.
U SERS E VALUATIONS WITH T RUST - WT RUST
Ranges
1 - 10
11 - 20
21 - 30
31 - 40
41 - 50
51 - 60

Number of positive evaluations (rate=“Liked it”)
Total
Flight Hotel Attraction
67
8
31
28
73
6
27
40
67
9
28
30
73
10
25
40
75
9
26
40
81
10
31
40

Figure 8 shows the results obtained from NTrust and
WTrust strategies compared with the evaluations obtained
from the human expert solution (the total values obtained
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by the human expert in each group of recommendations
were 76, 72, 70, 71, 73 and 78). This comparison is very
interesting because we can see that in the first group of
recommendations the agents had good evaluation and in
the second one the results decreased a little bit.
However, from the third group we can see clearly that
agents with the trust model improved their results. It
means that the communication with trusted agents improved the quality of the information exchanged between
them.
The Kruskal-Wallis test showed that the results are
significant (p-value 0), comparing NTrust, WTrust and
the human expert solution.
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The proposed trust model has two important features:
1) agents become experts in specific types of tasks during
the recommendation cycles, using the computed confidence degree, and 2) the communication process between
agents is improved using the trust degree, i.e., avoiding
unnecessary communication.
Although the trust method is straightforward, the trust
degree is based on previous interactions between agents
and it may increase or decrease over time. This is what
happen in real scenarios, as in a travel agency.
Moreover, the confidence degree brings an interesting
feature for the recommender system: the agents specialize
in solving particular types of tasks. These features help
the multiagent recommender system to improve the results
presented to the user.
As future work we are studying how a network of
trustful agents may help an agent. For example, if agent ai
trusts agent aj but agent aj does not have the information
ai needs then it may recommends another agent from its
trust. With this feature agents will have more agents to
share information which will decrease the probability of
searching for the information into the web.
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